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VX 805 PIN PAD
for use with Harbortouch Echo® POS

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

Customer Service: 800-201-0461
24-Hour Technical Support: 800-632-1888
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ASSEMBLY:

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED:

STEP ONE:
Connect the two-pronged end of the cable to the back of the VX 805 PIN 
Pad.

STEP TWO:
Connect the other end of the cable to any of the available USB ports on the 
Echo terminal.

There are four USB ports in the back and two in the front.

NOTE: The Echo terminal must be fully booted up before the VX 805 can be 
plugged in for the first time or it may not recognize the VX 805 and may not 
function correctly.

VX 805 PIN PAD

USB CABLE
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USING THE VX 805

PLEASE NOTE: VX805 DOES NOT YET SUPPORT EMV CHIP CARDS.
IMPORTANT: Before using the VX 805 to process transactions, you must make sure that the Debit Tender Type is activated. To do 
this, open the manager menu, then navigate to "General Settings" and select "Manage Tenders". Then select "Debit" and toggle 
"Active" to "YES".

The PIN Pad will prompt the customer to Tap or Slide Card for the desired tender type.

IF USING PINDEBIT:

1.  Select "Debit" from the tender type list

2.  Swipe the card into the PIN Pad.

3.  The PIN Pad will ask the customer if the amount is correct.
 If the amount is correct, then customer presses "F1" to   
 select "Yes".

4.  The customer will enter their PIN number on the PIN Pad   
 and press the green button.

IF USING EBT:

Make sure your departments are EBT-eligible by going to 
"Manager>Departments & Items".

1.  Select "EBT" from the tender type list. Then choose whether   
 transaction is for food stamps or cash benefits.

2.  Swipe the card into the PIN Pad.

3.  The PIN Pad will ask the customer if the amount is correct.
 If the amount is correct, then customer presses "F1" to   
 select "Yes".

4.  The customer will enter their PIN number on the PIN Pad   
 and press the green button.
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